ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

DODEA no longer has a medical power of attorney form, or an Authorization for Medical Care of Dependent form

Each student should have on file a Department of Defense Education Activity Student/Dependent Registration Form 700 – Consents and Authorizations.

Section II – Emergency Health Care Notice and Acknowledgment of the Form 700 describes the extent to which the school will assist a DoDEA-enrolled dependent student in the event he or she becomes ill or is injured. In particular, when the dependent student sustains an injury or illness while engaged in school sponsored activities, including athletic and academic competitions and study trips, the school will follow the procedures identified for the administration of first aid to referral to health care providers for necessary treatment.

SPORT PHYSICAL FORM

Many agencies have their own organizationally approved documentation that a student has participated in a physical exam verifying that the student is in good health and may participate in specific activities. The documentation may also note any limitations or specific conditions that may affect the student’s full participation in a specific sport.

A student who presents with physical exam documentation signed by a health care provider and dated, stating that the student is in good health and may participate in sports activities, the documentation may be accepted in lieu of SHSPG Form H-12-3. The physical examination document is valid for one year (12 months) from date indicated on the document.
Sports Physical Clearance Form

I. Completed by STUDENT

Student Name (Last, First, MI):

Date of Birth:

Grade:

II. Completed by Examining Physician/PCM

Cleared for sports participation:

☐ YES

☐ NO

Restrictions:

Medical Condition/medication required

DATE of Physical Exam:

Print Name and title of Examining Physician/PCM:

Signature and Stamp of Examining Physician/PCM:

*Physical is valid for one calendar year from date signed PCM
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